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MAINE FEDERATION NEWS

The Fidelity Trust Company is proud to number
among its depositors many of the women who are
affiliated with the Maine Federation of Women’s
Clubs.
It is a pleasure to serve them because they also
serve. These women, the Fidelity believes, are
playing an important part in the business and social
life of Maine.
The Fidelity is glad to cooperate with the Maine
Federation of Women’s Clubs and extends a cordial
invitation to each individual member to become a
depositor at Maine’s largest banking institution.

FIDELITY TRUST CO
PORTLAND—MAIN OFFICE, MONUMENT SQUARE
OFFICES:

87 Exchange St., Portland—South Portland—Westbrook
Fryeburg—Harrison—South Windham—Yarmouth
—Cumberland Mills

We believe you will enjoy shopping
at this store
We invite you to make use of the conveniences and facilities this store
maintains for its customers.
We believe you will like our store—its friendly atmosphere—its unus
ual varieties of new things to wear and for the home—and the values its
everyday prices afford. You are invited to use our
Information Booth on the first floor

Our mailing and postage facilities

Our checking service on wraps, bundles
and hand luggage

Our Ladies’ rest room located on the
third floor of the store

Visit the Treasure House at 72 Free Street as well; where you will find
a fascinating collection of unusual merchandise painstakingly gathered
from every corner of the world.

Porteous, Mitchell & Braun Co
PORTLAND, MAINE
❖
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FURRIERS

*

57 Years
29 Ash Street,

Furcraft
Lewiston, Maine

Maine Clubwomen Are Invited To Make This Store Their Headquarters
When in Lewiston'

We Are Glad to Furnish Demonstration and Talk on Furs For Club Programs

HAY’S

Drug Stores
PHONE US
F. 786 or 6800
Prompt Delivery
by Truck or Messenger

The
Best
In
Biscuits

MAIL US
Your Orders for
Drug Store Needs
Prompt Parcel Post
Service

T. A. Huston
& Co.
The “Down East” Bakers

Portland, Maine
594 Congress Street

262 Middle Street
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Buy
View of Main Banking Room from Lounge

You are cordially invited to make
the lounge your headquarters when
meeting friends.

People who buy Furniture from us
....... want good styles
....... want dependable grades
....... want plenty to choose from
....... and want the most for their
money
✓

Of Interest to Savers

That is exactly what they get

We now pay 4 1/2 % interest
On Savings Accounts

And that is why our store is
popular and so well patronized.

Chapman Bank
& Trust Company

T. F. Foss & Sons

Portland

_

Maine

LORING, SHORT
& HARMON
Monument Square, Portland
Books, Fine Stationery, Calling Cards
Wall Papers, Desks and Chairs
Office Supplies
Leather Goods, Handbags, Purses
Fountain Pens, Place Cards,
Bridge Cards and Tallies
If you wish material for preparing a club
paper on a special subject, write us
for suggestions

LORING, SHORT
& HARMON
Monument Square, Portland

Chapman Arcade,
14 Preble St.
PORTLAND, MAINE

Largest Jewelry Institution
in the State

HOMER’S, INC.
Diamond Merchants

and Silversmiths
Since 1884
482 Congress Street
PORTLAND,

MAINE
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LADIES OF THE FEDERATION”
We offer you a personalized Fur Service
Smart Fur Scarfs—Coats—Cold Storage
Expert Repair Work and Re-Styling
New Congress
Bldg.

. MUNSON CO.

Portland,
Maine

M. STEINERT
& SONS
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PIANOS
The most PRIZED
Birthday Gift of all
As a birthday, anniversary or occa
sional gift, nothing will bring more
lasting joy than a complete diamond
ring Styled by Traub . . . creator of
genuine Orange Blossom engagement
and wedding rings. Our smart, new
stock, attractively priced, awaits your
inspection.

The Instrument of the
Immortals
PORTLAND,

J. A. MERRILL & CO., INC
Jewelers since 1851
503 CONGRESS STREET

PORTLAND, MAINE

BANGOR

SUMMER VACATION TOURS
Round America Tours to CALIFORNIA and return
EUROPE for the PASSION PLAY and travel
BERMUDA for a delightful rest and relaxation
ALASKA via the CANADIAN ROCKIES for new adventure

Tourist
176 Middle Street,
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BETTER THAN ART SCHOOLS
Artists, Art Teachers, and Art Students
claim greater gain in landscape, portraiture,
illustration and still life from the
A, K. CROSS VISION TRAINING
HOME COURSE
in
DRAWING and PAINTING
than from personal instruction by old
methods. Over 1000 now enrolled.
College Credits

THE A. K. CROSS
SUMMER ART SCHOOL
brings success to Artists who have failed
and saves years for Students. New method
discards theories and copies and secures
perfect vision by an invention that enables
child, amateur and artist to see the same
color, values, and prospective and thus learn
to draw and paint what is seen.
College Credits
An exhibit of drawings and paintings the
result of this new method will be loaned for
exhibition by Women’s Clubs.

A. K. CROSS ART SCHOOL
BOOTHBAY HARBOR, MAINE

Moosefhead
Coffee House :
and Cabins
Situated

at

Moosehead

Lake*

Highlands

Greenville, Maine
Regular Meals and
a la Carte
SOUVENIRS

CANDY

GAS and OIL

EDITH M. BARNEY j
Tel. 86-12

All the year address

HEN in Lewiston
The Maine Feder
ation of Women's Clubs
is invited to make the

W

Witt
Hotel
Your
Headquarters

j

Hotel
In the heart of
The Lakeland of Maine
Invites you to hold your
September Convention
with us
The Management
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Color—A dominant note in
modern life—now appears
in the new Underwood
The Underwood Portable is Available
in a range of beautiful colors to harmonize with the decorative schemes of
home and office.
In every walk of life people are rapidly learning the many advantages of
the swift-moving Underwood. Its uses for business executives, salesmen, pro
fessional men, students, women and children, are almost innumerable.
Typed personal letters are now considered good form. Their legibility
makes your words clearer and more emphatic.
The Underwood Portable is light and compact. It may be operated on the
lap, arm chair, or any other convenient place. In mechanical construction it in
herits the speed, accuracy and durability of the Underwood standard office ma
chine.
Careful plans have been made and carried out to make the Underwood Por
table more available to the public.
Dealers:
BERRY PAPER COMPANY, LEWISTON
W. W. BERRY COMPANY, WATERVILLE
OLIVER SPECIALTY SHOP, BATH
GEORGE W. MERRILL, AUGUSTA
F. W. CHANDLER & SON, BRUNSWICK
Special Representatives:
E. H. Larry, 51 Burleigh Street, Waterville—in charge of Central Maine
territory.
R. E. Winchester, Portland—in charge of Western Maine territory.
Alvah N. Kitchen, manager of Portland office.
Ask your local Underwood representative or
dealer to show you the Underwood Portable
IN COLORS.

96 Exchange Street

PORTLAND,

MAINE

Official Organ of the Maine Club Women
Published by the

Maine Federation of Women’s Clubs.

VOLUME VI. __________________

MAY 1930

Edited by
Greta Kerr

THE YEAR’S ACHIEVEMENT

epresenting about

10,000
Maine Club women besides
644 in out of state and 475 in affili
ated groups.
Published by the Maine Federa
tion of Women’s Clubs. Publica
tion office: 6 Crooker St., Augusta,
Maine. Editorial office: 177 Fed
eral St., Portland, Maine. Entered
as second-class matter at the post
office at Augusta, Maine, December
31, 1929, under the Act of Congress
of March 3, 1879.
Published four times a year:
January, May, September, and
November. Fifty cents the year;
clubs subscribing 100 per cent of
their membership will receive sub
scriptions at the special rate of 35
cents per year.
Address all communications per
taining to news items to Miss
Greta Kerr, editor, 177 Federal
Street, Portland, Maine.
Subscriptions are payable to
Mrs. Fred W. Burrill, recording sec
retary, 6 Crooker street, Augusta,
Maine.

R

Federation Officers
President, Mrs. Edna A. Hutch
ins, Corinna; first vice president,
Mrs. A. E. Chittenden, Auburn;
second vice president, Mrs. Harry
H. Burnham, Biddeford; recording
secretary, Mrs. Fred W. Burrill,
Augusta; corresponding secretary,
Mrs. Charles E. Dustin, Corinna;
treasurer, Mrs. J. Marden De Shon,
Portland; auditor, Mrs. Allan P.
Stevens, Portland; Ge-neral Federa
tion director, Mrs. John T. Skolfield, Portland.

NUMBER 3

w

E ARE nearing the end of our year’s activities
in club work. Are we taking with us a rec
ord of work well done? Have we caught a
greater vision through the cultivation of greater faith,
and by the intimate contacts with big women working
for big things ?
The increasingly rapid growth of Federation work
was easily apparent at our mid-winter meeting. Every
one was made to realize that our progress is due in a
large measure to our observance to the vital laws of
harmony and that further growth is dependent upon a
continuation of that observance.

S EACH Department Chairman presented the
outline of work for her department one could
not help being impressed with the wonderful
opportunities for great continual service which are open
ing up to us every day.
I am proud of Maine Club women. I am very proud
of those in public places who are there because of their
especial training or fitness for the places they occupy.
Each year the problem of keeping educated in order to
. keep up with the world development is presenting a big
ger task.

A

HIS PHASE of adult education is considered of
such vital importance that the National Educa
tion Association has appointed a committee in
each state to promote the movement for a wiser use of
the extra or leisure hours. It means eventually enrich
ment of home and community life. ,
I know that the club women of Maine will be ready
to meet the situation. May we press on to greater prog
ress based on the achievements of this and past years,
our great objective being to make our Maine Federation
of Women’s Clubs our mark of achievement.

T
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Lady Motorists
like our courteous, prompt, and reliable service and large Drive-in Service Yard.

Miller Tires and Tire Repairs
Gould Batteries and Complete Battery Service
Car Greasing and Oil Changing

Let Us Take Trouble Off Your Hands

DYER-KNIGHT COMPANY, Inc.
COURTESY—SERVICE—RELIABILITY
Corner Cumberland Ave. and Preble St.,

Portland, Maine

Patronize
Your Home Town Grocer
Store
is a HOME OWNED STORE which
with thousands of other retail grocers is banded together to
bring you better values thru mass buying

SUPERBA

IGA

Food Products
at all grocers

Food Products
at all IGA Stores
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A long Roads of Romance
By Mrs. Fred S. Marsh

PRING
birthplace and
home of the
has come
makers of his
and with
tory.
it the lure of
What r o the open road.
mance still
If we would be
clings about
frank with our
that first set
friends, and
tlement on the
perhaps o u r Kenn e b e c in
selves, would
1607. History
we not admit,
tells us that
even the staidthey construct
est of us, a cer
tain amount of
ed a fort,
leaning towards a gypsy’s life
known as Fort St. George, fif
from the time the first feel of
teen houses, a church and a
spring is in the air until the
store-house. The site of the
falling leaves and the tang of
old fort is now indicated by a
autumn nights make us think
marker. This colony was
of oil burners and fur coats.
abandoned the next spring,
Then, when our days of wan
but during its existence there
dering are over, as we sit in
was built the first vessel con
our warm rooms during long
structed in America—verily
winter evenings, comes the
the beginning of Maine’s ship
pleasure of recalling the trips
building industry. So start
Left: Aroostook Roads
we made last year, closing
your search for romance by
Right: Curve on Roosevelt driving to Bath, where were
our eyes for a moment per
haps to better see again some
International Highway.
built for many years, famous
special bit of loveliness as we
ships
that
sailed
the
Seven
Circle: Old Fort at Pemaquid Seas and then follow one of
saw it from the top of a hill
or an unexpected turn in the
our many peninsulars down
road. Or we have the enjoy
the few miles to Popham. As
ment even greater to many of us, of the
you ride over that good motor road, with
hours spent with maps and pencil and paper
comfortable homes built along the ways and
while, in imagination, we travel the Roads of
finally reach Popham Beach, a modern settle
Romance in the days to come. We tell our
ment with its attractive summer homes, try
selves that surely this next summer we must
to visualize it as it was more than three hun
take the children to visit some new places of
dred years ago when that brave little group
historic interest, or we promise ourselves to
landed there and began their homes in the
have luncheon at that charming little Inn
wilderness. Visit, too, the more modern
Cousin Mary told us about. Then we cer
Fort Popham begun in 1861 but never
tainly will picnic at the edge of the lovely
finished, partly because of its poor strategic
lake we had to rush by once last year be
position and partly because of improvements
cause we were late getting home. And be
in fortifications made during the Civil War.
fore we know it, the miles have rolled up, on
It is now the property of the State of Maine.
paper, and our trip for a day has become a
The view from the top is worth the trip, even
if its history doesn’t lure you.
week. But what to choose when so much
is offered.
AND since we have started along the At
A LAS, too often we all feel that we must
lantic Highway, let us journey farther
go far afield to capture beauty and
on the same route to Edgecomb to visit the
romance. Surely this is not necessary in our
Marie Antoinette House, with its romantic
own State of Maine. Again the problem is,
history, built for that unfortunate Queen
what to choose. Our “Roads of Romance”
who never came to occupy it. Then on to
are so many. From the time that the first
Damariscotta and follow another peninsular
English Colony was established in Maine at
to Pemaquid to visit Fort William Henry.
Popham in 1607, thirteen years prior to the
What a history it has had! Originally con
landing of the Pilgrims, until the present
structed in 1692 under the direction of Sir
day, our State has been rich in historical
William Phipps, it was destroyed in 1697 by
events of vast import, as well as being the
the French, rebuilt about twer$y years later

S
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as Fort Frederick, leveled at the beginning
of the Revolution for fear of its capture by
the British, and finally, within a few years,
partially restored by the State of Maine, as a
part of its program of preserving for poster
ity these points of historic interest. I would
like to take you on still farther to Castine, so
rich in historic lore, with its old forts, too,
and to Machias, where was erected the first
liberty pole in America.
So much could be written of all these
places and many more not mentioned but our
Tour of Old Forts must end somewhere.
Think tho’ of what courage and what ro
mance have gone into the making of these
historic shrines.
Perhaps the outstanding Trail of Ro
mance is “The Arnold Trail,” but so much
has been written about it, in a far better way
than I could hope to do, that I shall leave it
out of my story. Who would dare to com
pete with “Arundel,” with its vividness and
beauty of narrative and description! When
this new route to Quebec is wholly com
pleted, there will be given to you the oppor
tunity to follow a Road of Romance unsur
passed in any state.

THIS trail, too, has the added charm of cut
ting through a wilderness country as yet
little marred by the hand of man. Here we
find a natural beauty which we may enjoy
without the embellishment of billboards or
of wayside shacks built of old lumber, boxes
and tarred paper and painted in two or three
colors, if at all. Too many of our lovely
highways are already spoiled by these
things. Is it not time that the citizens of
Maine who love beauty, and surely that in
cludes most of us, awake to a realization of
what this use of our highways means and
unite to put a stop to it!
Let us turn now in another direction and
enter Maine from the South, through the
Kittery Gateway. Actually our first bit of
Maine is Badger’s Island, worthy indeed of
some consideration. Here was built the
sloop-of-war “Ranger” which sailed Novem
ber 1, 1777 for France, with dispatches con
taining news of the surrender of Burgoyne
at Saratoga, and hoisted for the first time on
a government vessel the Stars and Stripes,
the new American Flag, to be saluted by the
French fleet in the harbor of Brest, Feb. 14,
1778, the first salute by a foreign nation to
our national emblem.
Kittery itself abounds in all the history
and romance that center around its early
days and its settlers as well as the more re
cent events in connection with the signing in
1905 of the Russian and Japanese Peace
Treaty in one of the buildings at the Navy
Yard.

AS you continue from Kittery to York Vil
lage over a thirty foot cement road, try
to picture it as it was when in 1775 there
marched over it the first troops to leave the
District of Maine in response to news from
Lexington.
In 1825, Lafayette traveled over this old
Boston-Portland Post Road. Could he pos
sibly have even dreamed that in one hundred
years, the road then winding through a
peaceful country-side, would be a broad rib
bon of concrete, with thousands rushing over
it every day, many of them as fast as high
powered cars and the law will permit! Cer
tainly he never could have visualized that
forest of billboards which lines it on either
side, an average of one every twenty seconds
from Kennebunk to Portland. If he could
have foreseen this, would he, a Frenchman
and a lover of the beautiful, have felt that
the Colonies he had fought for were to com
pletely fulfill the destiny which he dreamed
of for them?
So far our roads have given us glimpses
of colonization and of war. In these days
when efforts for peace are occupying so
much of our thought, let us follow another
Road of Romance and driye through the
hills of Androscoggin County to Minot Cen
ter. Here was the home of William Ladd,
the apostle of Peace, and the founder of the
American Peace Society. Here is Romance
of a different kind. How great a part may
the quiet beauty and dignity of this town
and its surrounding hills have played in
moulding the mind of this man and instilling
in his heart the idea of universal peace,
which is to-day one of the most important
questions in the whole world. As a tribute
to this pioneer for peace, the State of Maine
in 1928 erected a tablet in front of the old
“Meeting House,” opposite which he lived.
Truly romance is here. And by a visit to
this memorial to William Ladd may we not
gain renewed courage to carry on the work
he began ?

NOW let us take our last trip into the
northern part of our State, into Aroos
took. Here again there is so much of in
terest that it is difficult to choose. So we
shall confine our search for romance to the
first settlement of Swedish colonists made
there and called New Sweden. No better
description of this settlement can be given
than the inscription on the monument erect
ed there in 1926, a memorial to their leader,
the late Hon. W. W. Thomas, under whose
guidance the settlement was made. It is as
follows: “The first Swedish Colonists of
Maine reached this spot in the wild woods
at noon, July 23,1870. The colony numbered
(Continued on page 21)
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The World

and

Women
As Seen by
Mrs. Kenneth C. M. Sills
prevent war in the future, or at least, to
make it less likely to occur, they must be in
terested in all those steps that are being
taken so slowly, and so painfully to organize
the world for peace.
MRS. KENNETH C. M. SILLS

HE average woman takes but very lit
tle interest in international affairs.
If you don’t believe this statement
ask your neighbor, or your cook, or
the women with whom you play bridge, what
about the Kellogg Pact. I have known many
women of experience and culture, some of
whom have husbands high in affairs of state,
who say very frankly that they are glad to
work for better schools, or domestic social
reforms, but care little or nothing about our
country’s relations with the rest of the
world. This attitude is not so surprising as
it might seem. Woman is at best “political
ly ignorant”; she is just beginning to be in
formed on political matters. And then the
average man cares little or nothing, about
foreign relations. The average voter, the
man on the street, is very indifferent indeed,
to such problems, as the World Court. On
prohibition or the tariff he can get excited
enough; but his political imagination does
not yet take in countries across the sea.

T

Yet while women are in the main, indif
ferent, without much interest, in interna
tional relations, they are very keen about
peace. They know even more than do the
men, what suffering war brings. They are
by a very large majority, against war. Most
of them will applaud any speaker who talks
against war. But they do not yet see that to

I HAVE been reading lately the life of our

great ambassador to France, Myron T.
Herrick. From his experience and from his
heart, he writes, “I believe that war can be
prevented by public opinion and by no other
means. All these agreements are a good
thing. They make war more difficult and the
Kellogg Pact is one of the best of them. But
they only help public opinion to become fixed
and express itself. They constitute the most
effective machinery that governments can
devise for delaying war and making those
bent upon it see that it is not going to pay:
but the only force that can really definitely
prevent war, is public opinion.”

In these words, there is surely a lesson
for all of us to become interested in interna
tional matters. It requires some work, more
study, and much reading. And surely The
Federation of Women’s Clubs is doing well,
to introduce this study into its annual pro
gram. Education in international affairs, is
one of the crying needs of our time.

w E must not of course, limit our interest

to vague talk and generalities. It is
our duty to familiarize ourselves with those
movements in the world that are leading to
peace. There has been sent to me recently,
from the national chairman of International
Relations of the General Federation of
Women’s Clubs (what a mouthfilling title!)

MAINE FEDERATION NEWS
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a bulletin published by the League of Na
tion’s Association, called the “New World
Road Guide.” On the cover is a picture of
Uncle Sam at the Cross Roads. On one side
is a broken rough road labeled “War” with
the sign “Danger! Road Closed! Use at
Your Own Risk,” and this road is barred by
a fence labeled Kellogg-Briand Treaty. One
road clear ahead leading over the horizon is
marked “League of Nations;” another clear
road is called, “World Court,” another “PanAmerican Treaties.” The picture drawn by
the cartoonist Rollin Kirby who has twice
won the Pulitzer prize for cartoons, is one of
the most effective and appealing pictures of
its kind, that I have seen in a long time.
J

League, you can follow its proceedings, you
can be sympathetic with its aims.
And then there is the World Court, an in
stitution that owes so much to contributions
made by American statesmen: an institution
that has had the warm support of every
President of the United States, from Mc
Kinley to Hoover and of every Secretary of
State from Hay to Stimson. By the time that
this article appears, I hppe that the Root
Protocol, will have been ratified by the Sen
ate of the United States, and that we may
take our place with 52 other nations, as a
full fledged member of the Court. But if by
May, the question is still before the Senate,
it is to be hoped that the women of Maine,
who have in such large numbers, already en
dorsed the Court, will let our Senators hear
from them again. The women of the Coun
try had no small share in forming the over
whelming opinion that led to the ratification
of the Kellogg-Briand Pact. Let their voices,
if necessary, be heard as clearly again.

In the introduction of the pamphlet, is a
beautiful quotation, from Prime Minister
Ramsay MacDonald’s speech in New York,
last October, which many may have heard
over the radio.
“I am sure that many of you have come
under that genial spell of Michael Furness’s
book, ‘The Roadmender.’ Ah, in the large
IN our Maine clubs, we have tried of late to
and the high and public ways of life, if one
pay particular attention to the study of
could give service in roadmending as the
our relations with our southern neighbors.
humble hero of Michael Furness’s book gave
In January, 1929, at the International Con
in the ordinary ways of the making of roads!
ference of American States on Conciliation
Roadmenders, you and I together, opening
and Arbitration, two treaties were signed
out the ways for human feet and human as
providing for compulsory arbitration in legal
pirations through the coming generations,
disputes and for conciliation in political dis
on and on and on; roadmenders, so that when
putes. The United States signed both of
our children grow up,
these treaties, but the
and our grandchildren
Senate has ratified
grow up and have to
only the latter. These
International
Relations
face the world, at any
treaties, Doctor Rowe,
By Nancy Dunbar Corbusier
rate there will be one
Director General of
road clear, unimpeded,
the Pan- American
stretching right to the An English Toby sat on a shelf
Union, tells us, are “a
Next to a plate that was made in Delft;
horizon, the road of
natural and necessary
peace and the road of On the shelf above, an Italian jug;
complement to the
On the floor below was a Turkish rug.
international underKellogg Pact renounc
standing, inviting “It’s quite a collection we have here, I see,
ing war as an instru
their feet to walk up The jolly old Toby remarked to the three.
ment of national pol
on it.”
icy.” We should follow
A Spanish tile and a Chinese vase
the developments in
And a Philippine bowl filled another space,
the Senate with keen
LET us look at some
interest. If we can
of these roads a Said a Belgian bag to some French candlesticks,
“Who said our different nations won’t mix?
give our Latin-Ameri
little more closely.
First there is the road We’ve lived here for years without complications— can sister nations,
Which proves that there can be friendly relations.” some evidence of good
marked, “League of
New Jersey Club Women.
will and confidence, we
Nations.” Some of you
shall be building a
have, like myself, had
the privilege of attending some of the ses
road to peace to the South—a road that will
sions of the League at Geneva. It is a thrill
be of increasing importance as the years roll
ing sight to look down from the galleries
by.
I have not time here to discuss other ma
upon the representatives of 50 or more na
chinery for promoting international good
tions, sitting in the Assembly and discussing
will such as the Kellogg Pact and the Naval
questions of international policy and, what
Conference at London, or the report of Pres
is most important, focusing the public opin
ident Hoover’s commission on Haiti. I hope
ion of the world on that forum. Whether
I have been able to show that this subject of
or not you believe as I do, that the United
international relations is not dry as dust and
States should as soon as practicable become
remote: but it is in the extreme, interesting
a member of the League, you can at least in
(Continued on page 21)
form yourselves about the working of the
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Colorado C
alls you!
Ten Days of Wonders
f

enter into the joyous
brilliant p r o spirit
of
“
Play
Day,
”
gram has been
sponsored by Mrs. Al
arranged b y
vin
B.
Collins
and
her
Mrs. William N. Hard
courtesy
committee.
er for the 20th bien
At
this
time
delegates
nial of the General
and officers of the G.
Federation of Wom
F.
W.
C.
will
be
the
en’s Clubs at Denver,
guests
of
the
Colorado
June 5 to 14 and prom
Federation in the
ises to establish a rec
highlight
occasion
of
ord in many ways.
Colorado
’
s
part
of
the
Maine club women
program.
have always had a
keen interest in the
The famous 65 mile
biennials of the Fed
Circle
Drive
over
eration and this year
Lookout Mountain and
especially so as Mrs.
through Denver’s
John T. Skolfield, past
Mountain Parks,
president of the State
will be the recreation
Federation, is now
offered.
General Federation
Part of the present
Director for the State
Circle Drive passes
and another past pres
through Clear Creek
ident, Miss Anna C.
canon over the trail
Witherle of Castine, is
where the pioneer
chairman of the Na
prospectors of ’59
tional committee on
packed their supplies
club institutes. These
and returned with
two women, as well as
their burros laden
Mrs. Edna A. Hutch
with gleaming gold.
ins, president of the
The railroad in ’98 fol
State Federation, Mrs.
lowed the site of the
Pikes Peak
J. Marden De Shon,
old trail at the bottom
State Treasurer, Mrs.
of the canon, while the
Maybelle Brown and
present highway is hewn out of the granite
Mrs. Annie B. Cole, both district directors,
cliffs far above the crystal stream.
will be in attendance.
Today a broad boulevard leads from Den
ver twelve miles to the village of Golden, the
Colorado will supplement this program by
early Capital of Colorado, scene of the gold
a series of colorful features. The formal
rush of ’59 and home of Colorado’s worldopening on the evening of June 5, will include
an original greeting from Colorado’s poet
known School of Mines. Many points of his
torical interest may be seen as the road
laureate, Nellie Burget Miller; a dramatic
fantasy symbolizing the spirit and history
winds through the village and starts on its
of Colorado; and an immense reception to of
dizzy ascent, well named the Lariat Trail.
Winding back and forth it affords a panora
ficers, delegates and other guests.
Colorado’s arrangements for the memo
ma of unrivalled splendor, which unfolds new
rial service on Sunday, June 8, provide that
vistas at each turn until it finally reaches the
summit of Lookout Mountain, a mile and a
this program may be presented in the Bowl
of the Red Rocks—a magnificent out-door
half above the level of the sea. Here in a
theatre built by a Master hand in the Red
rocky crypt rest the remains of Col. William
Rocks mountain park a few miles out from
F. Cody, (Buffalo Bill).
Denver. The impressiveness of this sacred
N EAR by is Pahaska Tepee, a recreation
service amid the grandeur of such a setting,
lodge with museum containing a collec
dwarfs the imagination.
tion of the fascinating relics left by the fam
ous old scout. The first game sanctuary es
QN Wednesday, June 11, all official busi
tablished by a municipality is in this localness will be abandoned and everyone will
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ity. Here the city of Denver maintains herds
of elk, antelope, buffalo, and shy mountain
sheep. Through this district are also scat
tered a number of palatial summer residences.
From Lookout Mountain the scented
green forests and rugged reaches of* granite
as they sweep skyward are tumbled together
as by a Titanic hand. Through this chaos of
glory the highway twists in and out, up and
down, presenting awe-inspiring pictures,
leading through alluring areas wooded with
tall Lodge-pole pines and silvery blue spruce.
In one of these delightful spots the Play Day
caravan will halt to take time for luncheon
and to form a more intimate acquaintance
with the manifold wonders of this great
playground.
Genesee Mountain, the highest point of
this trip, offers an unsurpassed background
of the Rockies, rising lift upon lift to the
Continental Divide while eastward the great
plains stretch mile after mile as far as the
eye can see. From this point the party will
follow the road as it drops into beautiful
Bear Creek canon, passes through the pic
turesque village of Evergreen and other rus
tic resorts, into the little town of Morrison
near the Park of the Red Rocks, completing
the circle back into Denver in time for early
dinner.
The Play Day Committee has promised
later announcement of many interesting de
tails to accompany this trip.

THE Rocky Mountain Motorists’ Associa
tion affiliated with the A. A. A., is offer
ing the cooperation and assistance of the
club. Routings, maps, and assistance to
such members as will attend in their own
cars, will be furnished not only for the trip
to Denver but for such other trips after the
convention as they may desire to take.
Following the convention many of the
delegates and officers, including the presi
dent, Mrs. John F. Sippel, are planning to
visit Yellowstone
Park. The super
intendent of the
park, the director
of National park
service and offi
cers of the Wyo
ming and Mon
tana Federations
of Women’s
Clubs join in the
invitation to the
delegates to visit
the park. Mrs. C.
D. Wiggenhorn,
director of the
Montana Federa••

tion, will personally escort the party.
Mrs. Skolfield has obtained a • routing
from Portland to Denver, via Montreal,
which will take less time and be less ex
pensive than the extension and official tours.
This trip will leave Portland, June 1, arriving
in Montreal the same night, going on to Nia
gara Falls the next day, remaining there
about two hours and then going to Denver
by way of Toronto and Chicago, arriving in
Denver, June 4. On the return trip the
party may leave Denver, June 14, traveling
by way of Colorado Springs, Chicago, Mon
treal and arriving in Portland June 18. The
railroad rate from Portland and return in
cluding chair and lower berth for this trip
is $152.50. From Portland via Boston the
trip may be made without stop at any point
in one day less time at about one dollar more,
with the same accommodations. The trip can
also be made direct via Montreal, without
stops, at 85 cents less in price.
Every club is urged to send a delegate to
Denver. In some cases the club meets the. en
tire expense of sending its delegate, in other
cases the club meets part of the expense, and
still another way is to appoint as the club’s
delegate a member who plans to join the dele
gation at her own expense.
“Woman’s Service as Citizen” is the
theme which will keynote the entire program.
Of special interest, among many delightful
features will be the symposium by past pres
idents, in celebration of the fortieth annivers
ary of the founding of the General Federa
tion, presenting from the viewpoint of these
beloved leaders, “Backward Glimpses of For
ty Years’ Service.”
It will be a distinguished gathering and
Colorado is justly proud of her position as
hostess. Eight thousand five hundred women,
the entire club family, are eagerly preparing
for the reception.
Denver, which will house the great as
sembly, is being
made ready in an
earnest endeavor
that no slightest
comfort or convenience of any
guest may be
overlooked.
Delegates from
the U. S., from
other lands, and
non - delegates
from every-where
will all find spe
cial committees
ready to make:
them at home.

CIVIC CENTER, DENVER, COL.
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Foundation Fund
And How It Grows
By Mrs. John T. Skolfield

The Officers, and General Feder
ation Director, of the Maine Feder
ation of Women’s Clubs, are much
gratified with the response already
received from many clubs in the
Federation relative to their whole
hearted cooperation with the Foun
dation Fund. With only about three
months of active participation, and
with still another month to work
toward the goal, before the close of
the club season, we feel we shall
be able to make a satisfactory re
port, at the Denver meeting, of the
activities of Maine Club women in
the interest of the Foundation.
Clubs are beginning to realize the
importance of assisting the Fund,
many having already sent this
year’s full quota, to the treasury,
while others are listed as having
one-half their full quota for the
three-year period paid at this time,
Our Neighborhood Club of Old
Town, the banner club in participation, having paid its full quota
for the three year period, at the
opening of the year.
It might be helpful for other club
members to hear Mrs. Harry H.
Burnham’s story, of how the Thurs
day Club of Biddeford has raised
its quota.
“Last December the Thursday
Club of Biddeford voted to accept
the General Federation Foundation
plan and to raise at least one-third
of its quota of $2.50 per capita dur
ing this club-year. Our member
ship is 160, our quota, $400. So
successful have been the efforts of
the club that it has raised half of
its entire quota and has mailed to
the treasurer a check for $200, onehalf of which will be added to our
State Endowment Fund.
“Several methods were adopted in
order that all might have a share
in the good work. Those who de
sired made a voluntary subscrip
tion of 83 cents and about 10 dol
lars was raised in this way. Most
of the members, however, were at
tracted by the social festivities,
conducted by the Ways and Means
Committee of which Mrs. Myrtle
Strout was the efficient chairman.

A cabaret bridge, held in the even
ing, and an afternoon bridge party
for club members and friends were
most enjoyable socially and most
successful financially.
“For several years the club has
had a most successful drama day,
under the able direction of Mrs.
Fillmore P. Harris. This year we
decided to give our dramatic per
formance in the evening and scored
a tremendous hit with two short
plays, Rocking Chair Row and a
Nephew in the House, with all-star
casts, selected from the clubwom
en. Mrs. Harris also contributed
a musical reading. The Ways and
Means Committee handled the
tickets and over 100 dollars was
added to our Federation Fund.
“The club members have loyally
given their support to the cause of
the state and General Federation
and have stored away in their
hearts many pleasant memories as
they have worked together for
their slogan, ‘Fun to Finance the
Federation Fund!’ ”
List of Maine Clubs to Date Voting
Cooperation

Woman’s Club, Castine; Thurs
day Club, Biddeford; Our Neighbor
hood, Old Town; Social Club, Cari
bou; Alpha Reading Club, Milo;
Woman’s Club of Sangerville, Sangerville; Tyngtown Club, Wilton;
Springvale Woman’s Club, Springvale; The Woman’s Club, Ellsworth; Literary Club, Corinna;
Woman’s Literarary Club, Northeast
Harbor; Woman’s Literary Club,
Dexter; Athena Club, Dover-Foxcroft; Methebesec Club, Rockland;
Outlook Club, Hartland; Woman’s
Literary Union, Seal Harbor; Com
munity Progress Club, South Lin
coln; Wednesday Morning Club,
Lewiston; Wyonegonic Club, Harri
son; Woman’s Literary Club, Car
ibou; Current Events Club, Hallo
well; Mt. David Shakespeare Club,
Lewiston; Current Events Club,
Gardiner; Alpha Lyra Club, Wytopitlock; Woman’s Literary Club,
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CLUB INSTITUTES
It is hoped that the County
Unions in Maine will include Club
Institutes on the programs of their
annual meetings this Spring. When
women from different clubs come
together it seems only reasonable
to devote part of the day to a dis
cussion of the practical problems
of club work.
Miss Anna C. Witherle, chairman
of Club Institutes, both in the Gen
eral Federation and in the Maine
Federation, will be glad to assist
in arranging subjects for Club In
stitutes. The South Kennebec
Union is already planning an insti
tute for its meeting May 20th. Miss
Witherle will welcome suggestions
as to the subjects to be taken up at
the institutes, at the State Federa
tion meeting in September.

Mount Desert; Current Events
Club, Augusta; Sorosis Club, Madi
son; Study Club, Augusta; Wes
leyan Literary Club, Clinton; Win
throp Literary Club, Winthrop;
Webhannet Club Kennebunk; Zold
Club, Bangor; Woman’s Club, Lu
bec; Andover Friday Club, An
dover; Philomathian Club, Fort
Fairfield; Barton Reading Club,
Norway; Sorosis Club, Skowhegan;
Thursday Club, East Winthrop;
Christian Valley Literary Club,
Rumford Center Searchlight Club,
Rumford; Pierian Club, Presque
Isle; Searchlight Club, Sanford;
Travelers Club, Belfast; Liter
ary Club, Burnham; Woman’s
Club, Newcastle-Damariscotta; The
Woman’s Club, Waldoboro; Kingtown Literary Club, Kingfield; Phi
Beta Club, Portland; Westbrook
Woman’s Club, Westbrook; Moth
ers’ Improvement Club, Oakland;
New Idea Club, Milo; Woman’s
Club of Gorham, Gorham; Auburn
Art Club, Auburn; Clionea Club,
Fairfield; The Woman’s Education
al and Industrial Union, Saco; Komango Club, Portland; Past and
Present Club, Fairfield; Conklin
Class, Portland; The Delphian So
ciety, Portland; Woman’s Literary
Union, Portland; Excelsior Literary
Club, Portland; Cosmopolitan Club,
Dover-Foxcroft; Pine Needle Club,
Island Falls; Monday Club, Far(Continued on page 22)
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First
MRS.

W.

P.

HAMILTON

District number one of the Maine
Federation of Women’s Clubs com
prises a territory nearly as large as
Massachusetts. In this large sec
tion there are but nine federated
clubs but we are able to have one
joint meeting and annual field day
in July. We keep in touch with
each other by means of annual rec
iprocity days, or guest days. Five
of the clubs have held them during
the year and they are helpful.
Five of the clubs have contrib
uted to the Foundation Fund, or
have voted to do so, while a sixth
is considering the matter favor
ably. Seven of the clubs have al
ready contributed to the Myrtle L.
T. White scholarship fund, some
of them very generously, while an
eighth will contribute in the near
future.
We have increased our subscriptions to the Federation News ma
terially. Island Falls is again ban
ner town in this respect, having 15
subscriptions in her two clubs.
Some of our clubs do a great
deal of philanthropic work which
requires much money and feel they
can do more good in this way than
by contributing to the General Fed
eration treasury. The Katahdin
club has helped to furnish milk for
nutrition classes and has also con
tributed to the Aroostook branch of
the Home for Little Wanderers.
The Pine Needle Club has pur
chased silver for the domestic sci
ence course in the schools and fur
nished clothing for a child thereby
enabling it to enter the sanitarium
at Presque Isle. The Piaerian Club
of Presque* Isle has doubled its
membership this year.
One new club has been added to
the Federation, the Know-YourNeighbor Club of Caribou. We
hope to be able to present one or
two other clubs for membership in
September.

Second
MRS. C. B. PORTER

Penobscot County, District Num-

ber Two of the Federation has
more than 800 women in member
ship. Several of these clubs have
invited their director to speak be
fore them. The first invitation was
to the young women students at
the University of Maine. Mrs. Por
ter has also spoken before the
teachers of Old Town, suggesting
to them that they form a Teachers’
Club and affiliate with the Fed
eration.
The Community Club of South
Orrington, with a most attractive
club house, was organized 20 years
ago with a membership of 36 active
women, and Mrs. Porter told the
members of the Aims and Worth
of the Federation.
While this county has a record
of accomplishment by the women
of the various federated clubs, it is
the desire of the Director that each
woman bring one more into mem
bership with some federated club,
or form some new club to become
federated.
The Dexter Woman’s club has
just observed its 50th anniversary.
The women of Penobscot county
have always been active, the Ban
gor club having had the second
president of the State organization
in membership and another presi
dent was from Bangor. Two presi
dents of the state organization have
been of the Dexter club. One from
the Orono Woman’s club has been
president and now Mrs. Hutchins
is a member and former president
of the Corinna club.
The district director has spoken
before 10 different groups and has
several engagements for later
dates, before the club year ends.

The Club year marked
Along all line.
Say the Di
are Public Health work, with
lunches and hot milk served to
school children, the Home Depart
ment, under the able direction of
Mrs. Maurice O. Brown, and the
study of art, literature and music
by several clubs, who are cooper
ating with the Music Department
of the Federation in forming a Fed
eration chorus to sing at the an
nual meeting.
No new clubs have been organ
ized but several are expected to
fall in line soon.

of Fairfield ha •
and a junior
Club of Norrid
be others, but
ported to me.
tations to visit
see this sprin
next year.
The Kennebec
many of the So
that meets in
fine programs,
thousand mem

Fourth

MRS. GLA

•

•

MRS. GRACE B. SMITH

Clubs in District Number four
are in excellent working condition,
all carrying out in their programs
suggestions made by the Federa
tion committees and all doing com
munity work—one or more things,
such as furnishing milk for schools,
books and magazines for libraries,
raising funds for local scholarships
as well as the State Federation
Scholarship. These are only a few
of the civic things done by the
clubs.
Red Cross nurses were
helped and district nurses support
ed. The Skowhegan clubs united
for a county guest day to which all
the clubs of the county were in
vited to hear Representative Wal
lace H. White. The Century Club
of Bingham has invited neighbor
clubs when they have had speakers
on particular subjects. That club
Third
is doing fine work that I know
about because it has reported to
MRS. W. L. SAMPSON
me—which the other clubs would
Nearly every club in district have done if I had asked them—and
number three has pledged its quota which I planned to do. I have vis
in full or in part for the Foundation ited many of the clubs and should
Plan, and they have not forgotten
have all, this spring, if I hadn’t
the Scholarship Fund.
been ill. They all have been so
In communication with the clubs cordial and friendly to Federation
in this district, the director finds
ideas. I feel that another year will
that each one is doing a splendid
bring better results. I am quite
work and is loyal to the Federation. , sure of two new clubs for next
The outstanding achievements year. The Pine Tree Literary club
• •

The club wo
progressing i
manner.
The directc
club. The in
given them p
ferent departn
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derstood before
help them to
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As all of th c
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Sixth
MRS. J. S. STURTEVANT

The Mother’s Club of Dixfield,
which was organized six years ago
by the district director has asked
to have some information about its
work sent to the Federation News.
The members have a very pretty
way of earning money by giving a
tea on the third Friday afternoon
of each month from three until five
o’clock. A member is present with
an electric toaster and cinnamon
toast, tea and cookies are served.
Home-made candies are also on
sale and orders are taken for
cookies. This is recognized as a
regular feature of the club and
from five to ten dollars is usually
received.
The club does much charity work
and has given each year to the
Scholarship Fund, the Bangor Good
Samaritan Home, the Children’s
Home and the local church. Its in
fluence is decidedly for the good
and most helpful to the community.

Seventh
MRS. H. L. WALTON

The director of district number
seven, which includes the Fed
erated Clubs in Washington Coun
ty, is very happy to report all
clubs in the district as federated,
also that there is a Union includ
ing all the clubs excepting the
Danforth Woman’s Club.
The director has written every
club in the district saying that she
stands ready to aid them in every
way possible and urging each club
to raise its quota for the Founda
tion Fund. The response has been
wonderful and the spirit of cooper
ation fine.
They are now looking forward to
the annual Union meeting in May,
with the Woman’s City Club and
the Shakespeare Club of Calais, as
hostess clubs.

Eighth
MRS.

P. P. HILL

As County neighbors we will
seem nearer if, when any County
or group of Counties is mentioned,
we at once have a mental picture
on the map of Maine of that Dis
trict.
If you will look at your map of
Maine, you will see that more than
one-half of Hancock County is on
the coast of Maine with by far the
most irregular coastline of any of
Maine’s Counties bordering on the
sea and it also has more islands
than any other County. Among
them are Mount Desert Island, the
Cranberry Isles, Deer Isle and
Swan’s Island.
The largest club is the October
Club at Bucksport with one hun
dred twenty-three members. Cas
tine stands next with seventy-two
members. Ellsworth is third larg
est with thirty-nine members. The
smallest in number but not in pow
er is the Cranberry Isle Club with
seven members.
Of the fourteen Clubs in Han
cock County, seven are on Mount
Desert Island. Mount Desert Island
is the largest island on the coast
of Maine and the home of The
Acadia National Park, the only Na
tional Park on the Atlantic Sea
board, the only National Park with
both mountains and sea and the
only one in the country which has
been the gift of citizens to the Fed
eral Government. Mount Desert
Island has a Union called The
Mount Desert Island Federation of
Women’s Clubs organized in 1915.
It is safe to state that all the
Hancock County Clubs will urge
unfederated Clubs to federate and
will try to organize new Clubs,
both Junior and Senior.
A lively campaign is being car
ried on for subscriptions to The
Federation News and at this writ
ing the list has been increased
over fifty per cent.
Five clubs have contributed to
the Scholarship Fund and it is ex
pected that more will do so before
the close of the club year.
Thus far six Clubs have reported

the adoption of the Foundation
Plan.
It is rather early in the year to
report definite actions from clubs
on the many letters sent out by the
various departments of the General
and State Federations to all the
Federated Clubs in the State. A
much fuller report will be available
for the autumn meeting.

Ninth
MRS. MAUDE CLARK GAY

There are thirteen federated
clubs in district Number Nine
comprising Waldo, Knox and Lin
coln Counties with an enrollment
of 1272 members, a splendid group
of workers and builders doing
worthwhile things in a marvellous
combination of study and service.
The Woman’s Educational Union
of Rockland is Maine’s largest fed
erated club—a District Federation
in itself. For the small dues of 25
cents a year it furnishes a regular
lecture course with well-known
speakers, all
study
centering
around citizenship with an open
forum which enables the members
to appear as impromptu debaters
and speakers. The president, Mrs.
Mary Perry Rich, to whose broad
vision and untiring efforts the clubowes much of its success has been
present and carried out the pro
gram of every meeting during theten years of its existence.
The Methebesec Club of Rock
land does much charity work and
the Literary Club at Burnham in
addition to other benevolences has.
assumed the care of the village
cemetery. The Current EventsClub of Stockton Springs has estab
lished a dental clinic and is active
in Red Cross work, while the
Woman’s Community Club of
Union maintains a free public:
library, also having the distinction:
of being the first new club to con
tribute to the Scholarship Fund
this year. The Travellers’ Club in
Belfast has done much community
work. The Lincoln County Union,
the only Union in this district, is.
an outstanding movement for advancement. A breakfast given by •
(Continued on page 25)
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Campus Day at Bates College
OR the first time in the history
of the Maine Federation of
Women’s Clubs, Campus Day will
be observed at Bates College in
Lewiston, under the direction of
Miss Annie L. Barr of Lewiston,
chairman of the department of lit
erature and President Clifton D.
Gray of Bates College. This will
be held on Saturday, May 17 and
coming as it does on a week-end it
is expected that many women from
other parts of the State will be in
attendance.

F

It follows very much the prece
dent established a year ago and re
peated this year of Federation Day
at the University of Maine, which
is held under the auspices of the
American Home department.
The program has been nearly
completed for Campus Day and
Miss Barr and President Gray have
announced that one of the out
standing speakers will be Professor
Robert Emmons Rogers of the
Massachusetts Institute of Technol
ogy. He is professor of literature
and is author of several books, his
most recent one being, “The Fine
Art of Reading” and club women
who plan to attend should read
this book in order to get a good in
troduction to the man and his style.
His subject at Bates will be “Our
Changing American Literature.”
This will be featured first on the

afternoon program, opening at two
o’clock, and President Gray an
nounces that his address will be
followed by a series of symbolic
dances illustrating historic mo
ments in English Literature, as in
terpreted by the dance with the
following episodes:
Beleagured
England, Chivalric England, Mer
ry England, England in Turmoil,
and Romantic England.
It is possible that the afternoon
program will close with a tea
served in the Bates gymnasium
locker building.
The morning program will open
at 9.45 with an organ concert in the
new Bates Chapel, with Prof.
Seldon T. Crafts, head of the music
department at Bates, as organist.
His program will include “Birdland
Symphony” by Kierserling and “I
Hear the Bees a’ Humming” by
Zamecnik.
The addresses in the forenoon
will be by Prof. Robert G. Berkelman whose subject will be “Fu
turist Literature;” the second by
Prof. Blanche T. Gilbert on “Maurois and the New Biography;” and
the third by Dr. Edgar M. Wright
on “The Eternal Feminine in Lit
erature.”
Luncheon will be served at noon
on the campus. There will be a
Book Fair, in charge of Miss Barr
and other features yet to be an
nounced.
,

Rangeley Chosen for State Meeting
Rangeley with the beauty of its
hills, its lakes and its forests has
been chosen tentatively, as the
meeting place for the September
conference of the Maine Federation
of Women’s Clubs. Headquarters
will be at the Rangeley Lake
House and those who attended the
Belgrade meeting in 1929 will re
member with pleasure the gather
ing of the Federation family under
one roof.
There are few more scenic spots
in Maine than Franklin County,
and Rangeley, reached over hard
surfaced roads in excellent condi
tion, extends a warm greeting to

Maine club women. The road as it
passes the smaller lakes in the
chain, twists and turns, until one
finally catches a view of Rangeley
Lake itself, a wide expanse of wa
ter with rolling hills on either side.
Clear and invigorating as are the
September days in Franklin Coun
ty, the program, as being planned
by Mrs. Hutchins and her execu
tive board, will add stimulus and
inspiration to the thinking of
Maine club women.
The Maine Federation News for
September will carry the full pro
gram and details of the fall
meeting.

Offers Art Prizes
I. To
the Junior president
whose club does the best work to
ward beautifying her town, or
whose club carries out the most
constructive program for “Art in
the Community” between May 1st,
1930 and May 1st, 1931, will be
awarded a four piece table set of
hand molded pottery—flower bowl
with insert, and two vases in jade
flambe.
II. To the Junior who designs
the best bookplate suitable for Gen
eral Federation books will be •
awarded a beautiful vase made in
Newcomb College.
For full particulars write:
Mrs. Edwin Bevens, Chairman,
Committee on Junior Membership,
G. F. W. C. 125 Oakland Avenue,
Helena, Arkansas.

New England Conference
The New England Conference of
Women’s Clubs will meet at the
New Griswold, Eastern Point, New
London, Connecticut, September
8th, 9th, and 10th, 1930. Reserva
tions should be made directly with
the hotel. Rates per day, Ameri
can Plan, per person, as follows:
Single rooms with bath or running
water ............... $8.00 and $10.00
Double rooms with bath and twin
beds ....................... $8.00 and $9.00
Double rooms with running water
and twin beds ....................... $7.00
Large double rooms with bath,
three or four beds $6.50 and $7.00
Double rooms with running water,
three beds ........................... $6.50
Suites—Two large rooms with bath
between, four, five or six beds
$6.50 and $7.50
Garage space per day ........... $1.00
The program, which will be most
valuable and entertaining, should
be given publicity through the Fed
eration Press Chairman of each
State. State and local Presidents
will confer a favor by seeing that
this notice is published in the local
and State papers.
The Griswold Hotel is charming
ly located and its architecture of
fers attractive and commodious
rooms for conference and meetings.
The Connecticut State Federation
takes the greatest pleasure in issu
ing this invitation to the club
(Continued on page 22)
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By Annie L. Barr
Arundel
By Kenneth Roberts
new historical novel, Arundel,
has been written by Kenneth
Roberts about Maine. It is a book
of intense interest, as it has his
toric, literary and romantic excel
lencies which recommend it to the
attention of people of diverse
tastes. The picture of life in an inn
in the extreme western corner of
the state in the days preceding the
Revolution is a vivid presentation
of manners and customs among the
early settlers. Woven into the de
velopment of plot and delineation
of background is an exhaustive
study of the Indians of Maine, their
habits and characteristics.
Important historic personages
are characters in the story: Bene
dict Arnold, in his honored early
career, is a brave leader and
shrewd trader, Aaron Burr, also ap
pears and Dr. Sylvester Gardiner,
ancestor of our governor, is shown
as a settler on the Kennebec.
The important part of the book
is Arnold’s unfortunate expedition
to Quebec in the winter of 1775,
when many Americans perished in
the snow and all suffered terrible
hardships. The romance is the
search of Steven Nason for his boy
hood sweetheart, Mary, who was
stolen by a band of Indians led by
a French officer. The characteriza
tion is vivid, made lively by the
author’s keen sense of humor. This
is a book which cannot fail to be
come a favorite.
A

A book of fiction, just now most
in demand in public libraries, is
“Young Man from Manhattan,” by
Katharine Brush. It is a story of the
newspaper world so cleverly writ
ten that the reader has an insight
into the news game as if having
served an apprenticeship on a paper.

Many books of unusual inter
est are among the new titles
published during the Winter
and Spring. Biography contin
ues to be made popular by the
imaginative
treatment
intro
duced by Lytton Strachey in
“Queen Victoria” and history,
whether as historical novel or
treatise, has a new fascination
because of the style in which it
is written. In fiction there is a
long list of prospective best
sellers.

Cimarron
By Edna Ferber
DNA Ferber, who excels in deE picting the self reliant woman,
has given a sister to Emma Mc
Chesney, Selina DeJong and the
Show Boat Magnolia in Sabra Cra
vat, the heroine of her new book
“Cimarron.” The title, “Cimarron”
is the name of a county of Okla
homa and in early days designated
a section of the state. This is the
story of the opening of the territory
to settlement, the famous Run of
’89 and, following the fortunes of
Yancey Cravat and his young wife,
gives a picture of the evolution of
the mushroom towns to substantial
cities and the political advance to
statehood.

Recommended
The Tragic Era by Claude G.
Bowers, which recreates the re
construction period following
the Civil War; The Man Behind
the Book, by Henry Van Dyke,
a group of essays; Daughters of
Eve by Gamaliel Bradford; Hud
son River Bracketed by Edith
Wharton; White House Gang by
Earle Looker.

Exile
By Warwick Deeping
F OR beauty of language and vivid
characterization, “Exile” by
Warwick Deeping, is one of the
best books of the season. To the
sunny Italian town of Tindaro have
come many English people for
pleasure, health, business, or, to
escape difficulties which have re
sulted from sins of omission or
commission in some former resi
dence.
Among them is Billy Brown, a
bright English girl the new as
sistant to Miss Julia Lord, the pro
prietor of the English Library and
Tea Room. After the tragic end
ing of her first love affair, Billy be
comes an unemotional business
woman, intent only upon the suc
cess of the English Agency which
advertises to attend to any want
of the passing stranger, from rent
ing a villa to choosing a library
book.
Tindaro also becomes the refuge
of Tom Isherwood, an architect,
broken in health and spirit, a per
sonality in direct contrast to Miss
Capability Brown as she is called.
The attraction of these opposites is
a romance which will delight even
the most unsentimental.
The beautiful Italian landscape,,
the hills with the gray olives and
dark cypresses, the villas with
their marble steps and tropical
bloom and the blue Mediterranean,
with the Isle of the Triton within
easy swimming distance, are de
tails of a picture of rare beauty ancl
charm.

A volume of essays on painting
and the related arts of sculpture
and architecture is among
the new
•
•
books from Charles Scribner’s Sons
entitled “The Painter’s Craft” by
Royal Cortissoz.
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Edited by MRS. MAURICE O. BROWN
VEGETABLE

SALAD

1 can peas
1 can beans
1 cup carrots (chopped)
Season with butter, pepper and salt. Mix with
French dressing. When cool, arrange on bed of
lettuce or endive. Garnish with mayonnaise and
narrow strips of pimento.
Mrs. William Tudor Gardiner,
Blaine Mansion, Augusta
THIRTY-MINUTE SALAD
1 package of lemon jello and one tablespoon gela
tine (I use the Knox) dissolved in one scant pint of
boiling water. When thoroughly dissolved, set aside
and let stand thirty minutes.
At the end of thirty minutes add one large can
of strained crushed pineapple, one can of pimento
chopped fine and two cream cheese. Mix these in
gredients before adding to the jello mixture. Let
stand thirty minutes.
Then add one-half pint whipped cream and twothirds cup of walnuts cut fine.
Turn into dish or individual molds, when serving
cover with whipped cream and salad dressing
sprinkled with paprika.
Edna A. Hutchins,
Corinna.

ROSE APPLE SALAD
Stuff pickled sweet peppers with chopped apple,
celery and nuts. Place on lettuce leaf and garnish
with mayonnaise dressing.
Apple should not be cut until just before serving.
Mrs. Ralph O. Brewster,
Dexter.
FROZEN FRUIT SALAD
2 cups sliced pineapple
1 small bottle maraschino cherries
2 bananas
1 orange
1 cup of stiff mayonnaise
cup of cream whipped
2 teaspoons powdered gelatine, dissolved in as little
water as possible. Drain fruit dry and add to cream,
mayonnaise and gelatine, which have been previous
ly mixed. Put in mould, pack in ice and salt for four
hours.
Mrs. John T. Skolfield,
Portland.

CHEESE AND CURRANT
SALAD
»
Mash a cream cheese, season and form into balls.
Arrange on lettuce leaves. Pour over French dress
ing, and over all, Bar le Due currants.
Mrs. Kenneth C. M. Sills,
Brunswick.
PEAR SALAD
Nest half a pear on iceberg lettuce. Place in center a ball made of cream cheese and finely minced
candied ginger. For decoration, force through a pastry
tube into any pleasing design a half and half mixture
of boiled dressing (or mayonnaise) and cream cheese
beaten to creamy consistency. Garnish with a cherry and a sprinkling of ground almond nuts.
Mrs. Clifton D. Gray,
Lewiston.

PEACH SALAD
Fill as many halves of canned peaches as re
quired, with cottage cheese mixed with mayonnaise
dressing and a little of the canned peach syrup.
Sprinkle over the top a little paprika, and serve on
crisp lettuce.
Pears can be substituted if preferred.
Mrs. William R. Pattangall,
Augusta.
PEACH SALAD
Place a half peach on crisp lettuce leaves. Mash
cream cheese or cottage cheese, moisten with cream,
and season with salt and paprika. Add a bit of pre
served ginger, candied orange peel or candied pine
apple, finely chopped. Shape into ball and fill the
hollow of peach. Serve with mayonnaise which has
been combined with whipped cream and fruit juices.
Sprinkle with chopped pecans and top with a salad
cherry.
Mrs. A. E. Chittenden,
Auburn.

TOMATO JELLY SALAD
To one can stewed and strained tomatoes add one
teaspoon each of salt and powdered sugar, and twothirds box gelatine which has soaked fifteen minutes
in one-half cup cold water. Pour into small cups, and
chill. Run a knife around inside of moulds, so that
when taken out shapes may have a rough surface,
suggesting a fresh tomato. Place on lettuce leaves
and garnish top of each with mayonnaise dressing.
Mrs. Eva C. Mason,
Dover-Foxcroft.
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If
If you can hustle like the dickens
Market, dust, and get your luncheon too;
If you can mend your hose and cook two chickens
And maybe make a cake or two.
If you can call up your committee
And find them out, or sick or ’fraid of work;
And in your heart find no self-pity,—
No desire to answer “Sneak” or “Shirk!”

If you can see your name come up for office,
And be prepared for triumph or defeat;
If you can think no bitter thoughts of malice;
And never say a word that isn’t sweet.
If you can bear to have your truths distorted,
And have your motives questioned by a friend.
If you can keep your soul supported,
By love—and truth—and hope until the end;

If you can organize and work and wait on table,
And miss the speech you wished so much to hear;
If you can watch the mob eat all they’re able,
And not be cross or want to shed a tear,
If you can bear to hear them criticize the cooking
And think they paid too much for which they ate;
If you can smile and swallow hard when no one’s
looking,
And never say a word of spite or hate:

If you can talk with equal favor
To Common Cabbages—or kings forsooth;
If you can let your prejudices waver,
And never be afraid to face the truth;
If you can listen, sew, or make a motion;
And brave sunshine or storm throughout the year,
If you can feel real pleasure in devotion
You’ll be a Real Club Woman, then, my dear!
(With Apologies to Kipling)
By Adelaide A. Andrews, Erie, Pa.

ALONG ROADS OF ROMANCE

THE WORLD AND WOMEN
(Continued from page 12)

(Continued from page 10)

22 men, 11 women, and 17 children, 50 souls
in all. Here, descending from the wagon
train, they gathered in a group around their
leader, W. W. Thomas, founder of the colony
and, together with him, devoutly thanked
God who had led them safely on their long
journey, and fervently prayed for His bless
ing and guidance in the future, a prayer that
God has most graciously answered. Here
Father Thomas also named the township
New Sweden.” A bit of an Old World trans
planted to a new. Here again is romance.
But where can we stop? Is there any
corner of our State or section of our 25,000
miles of road which does not offer us ro
mance of one sort or another? What of the
roads made famous by our artists like Frank
lin Simmons, our great singers, such as Nordica, Eames, Cary and Marshall, our States
men, like Blaine, Hamlin, and Reed, or our
literary leaders like Jewett, Stowe, Longfel
low, Day, Wiggin, Richards, Robinson and
the Millays? The surface has hardly been
scratched. And perhaps my Roads of Ro
mance are not yours, so go forth this sum
mer and wander again over your favorite
ones, or discover for yourselves some new
ones. And, after all, it is so simple; for beau
ty in itself is Romance and Maine is Beauty.

and thrilling. When in our homes we can
hear over the radio, the leading statesmen of
Europe and of our own country speaking to
us from London, the world seems in reality,
a much closer brotherhood than it used to be.
But as we sometimes have trouble with our
neighbors, and distrust and suspect those
who live near us, so we must remember, that
the very fact of being brought nearer to
gether by the radio, by travel, by the news
papers, is not enough of itself to secure
peace and good will. That depends on pro
moting the feeling of unity and of harmony.
And we cannot work well for peace, unless
we take the pains to keep ourselves informed
and alive, and up-to-date. The world is mov
ing pretty fast. Our duty to ourselves and
to those who come after us, is to advance
along the road to peace and good will.
Won’t you, too, help to build the road?

Give me the money that has been spent in
war, and I will clothe every man, woman and
child in an attire of which kings and queens
would be proud. I will build a schoolhouse in
every valley over the whole earth. I will
crown every hillside with a place of worship
consecrated to the gospel of peace.
Charles Sumner
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Sing For Miss Homer!
Miss Florence Homer, supervisor
of music in the schools at Guilford,
has been appointed chairman of
the Music Division of the Fed
eration.
Miss Homer is well qualified to
serve in this capacity and is al
ready making plans to have a
chorus at the September meeting
and she asks all clubs who have
members willing to cooperate to
notify her. Music will be furnished
to those clubs needing it. It is
hoped that the club women, who
are interested in vocal music, will
notify Miss Homer and give their
assistance.
Each club is asked to learn songs
which justify the committee and to
send as many of their singers as
possible to the fall meeting. A
final rehearsal will be held with the
entire chorus and the numbers will
be presented during the conven
tion. The Federation song, The
Pines of Maine, should be sung at
every meeting by a group of sing
ers, or with someone to direct the
singing, so that all may know the
song, in September.
Following is a list of songs sug
gested for the fall meeting, “To a
Wild Rose,” MacDowell-Ambrose,
three part female voices, published
by A. Schmidt, 120 Boylston Street,
Boston, Mass.; “To Thee O Coun
try,” Eichberg, three part female
voices published by Oliver Ditson
Company, Boston, Mass.; the re
maining numbers are also pub
lished by the Oliver Ditson Com
pany, “Bella Napoli,” three part,
number 12886; “Doan Ya Cry, Ma
Honey,” number 12275; “Nursery
Rhyme Suite,” number 12498;
“America Triumphant,” Fisher, two
part female voices.
*

Hints and Helps
Various requests come to the ed
itor of the Federation News from
time to time as to the type of arti
cles needed and how they should
be prepared. It may be of help to
some of the club women of the
state if some of these questions
were answered.
First, each club woman must re
member that the Federation News
is her magazine. It can be the kind
of magazine that she likes to read,

especially if she gives her coopera
tion. Whether or not club women
are interested more in the past
achievements of a club than in the
future plans and programs is a
question. To make the name of this
magazine stand for something
there should be real News. Real
news does not mean minutely de
scribing the president’s gown at a
club tea or telling of the color
scheme in the dining room. That
should be left to the society page.
It isn’t necessary to be an artist
and paint the picture in words; the
article should have telling news,
straight news, leaving the furbe
lows to the imagination.
The article, or story, sent to the
magazine should not be incor
porated as a part of a letter, but
should be on a separate sheet of
paper. If the former plan is used
it means that the editor must re
write the story—and in so doing,
because of lack of time, she may
leave out the things that the writ
er has thought important.
In club notices never write a
name as “Mrs. Smith,” always put
the whole, first and middle names,
if possible, if not, initials must be
used.
If possible try to have all copy
typewritten double space, and al
ways remember either to write in
long hand or typewrite on one side
of the paper only. Always write in
the third person, never in the first.
' Pictures add much to the maga
zine. Send one along with the arti
cle if there is one available, and if
the name and address of the send
er is placed on the back of the pic
ture it will be returned—in time.
Each article should be signed
and the address given.
Every club in Maine does a dis
tinctive kind of work. It should be
of interest to other club women.
The editor cannot write individual
letters to club presidents therefore
the officers should see that the
club doings are chronicled, briefly,
neatly, and to the point.
NEW ENGLAND CONFERENCE
(Continued from page 18)
women of New England, and asks
their cooperation in extending to
the President, Mrs. Omeron D.
Coolidge, her officers and board,
that welcome, which will be the
assurance of the hearty support of
the new administration.

THE FOUNDATION FUND
(Continued from page 15)

mington; Current Events Club,
Westbrook.
All checks should be made pay
able to the Maine Federation of
Women’s Clubs, the Clearing House
of the Fund, and sent to Mrs. J.
Marden De Shon, Treasurer, 42 Or
land Ave., Portland, Maine, with
notification sent also to the General
Federation Director of such action.

Cosmopolitan Club
The Cosmopolitan Club of DoverFoxcroft enjoyed one of the most
unique occasions in its history,
shortly after the new year, when the
club meeting was in the nature of
a winter picnic. The chapel where
the affair was held was trans
formed into a real outdoor picnic
ground. It seemed a magical thing
as one entered to find a dense for
est (brought about by the use of
dozens of Christmas trees) through
which one must wend one’s way be
fore arriving at the tables laden
with all sorts of good things to eat.
The tables were covered with red
table cloths and decorated with
pine cones, evergreens, and huge
bouquets of pine in birch bark
vases. Birch bark plates and tin
dippers were used. The scene was
laid on the shores of Sebec Lake,
and the picnickers had intruded on
the camp site of a. group of Boy
Scouts. Beans were served from
an impromptu “bean hole” and as
one sat at the table she could see
hornets’ nests overhead in the
trees. Spiders were frequently seen
as were squirrels and birds. Even
Borestone Mountain loomed in
the distance. A filter board added
much to the merriment of the
occasion.
The picnickers were’ dressed in
sport attire. Just as the shouts for
more beans were dying away, the
Scouts and their leader returned.
After lighting the campfire they sat
down and talked for some time, giv
ing their listeners many interest
ing nature secrets to take home
with
them.
Musical
numbers
brought the delightful evening to a
close.
Those who have lamps will pass
them to others (those who possess
knowledge will interpret to their
fellows).—Plato.
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Current Events Club of Gardiner
Gives Unique Service
The Current Events Club of
Gardiner held its first meeting Nov.
18, 1892. The constitutions of the
Oakland and Portland clubs were
used as models for organization.
In origin it was the transforma
tion or evolution of the History
Club, which Mrs. Leverett Bradley
had organized some years previous,
into a club devoted to the study of
current topics.
The Club was federated in Octo
ber, 1893, when the Maine Federa
tion of Women’s Clubs met in
Skowhegan, Mrs. Laura E. Rich
ards and Miss Clara Robinson be
ing delegates to this meeting. Mrs.
Julia Ward Howe was present at
this gathering and was one of the
speakers, giving an address on the
subject of “Clubs.”
The membership of the club is
limited to twenty-five. The mem
bers have been instrumental in
forming in Gardiner other associa
tions for definite purposes of which
the Current Events Club members
individually became members such
as for example the District Nurs
ing Association.
First Traveling Library

The club loved books and the
reading of books and it did much
to make others love books and gain
a knowledge of literature. One of
the early things that was done was
to start a traveling library for the
rural schools of Gardiner and the
surrounding towns. In the fall of
1895 six boxes of books, called
“The Neighborhood Book Shelf,”
were put into circulation. It is be
lieved that this was the first
traveling library in the State of
Maine. This continued until 1900
when the books were sent to the
Hallowell School for Girls. The club
gave books, too, to other organiza
tions and institutions in need of
them.
The club was also instrumental
in placing in the Library the Read
ers’ Guide to Periodical Literature
and contributed to the subscription
fund for it. Besides the raising of
money at various times and in vari
ous ways for the Library the club
had a reading committee to assist
9

the directors of the Library in the
selection of books. To stimulate
the use of the Library in its early
days books were reviewed by mem
bers of the club and the reviews
were sent to the local paper for
publication.
The contributions of the club to
philanthropy have been many and
varied, both at home and abroad.
Records show that from 1910 to
1925 gifts and clothing were sent
to the Sea Coast Mission. From
1906 to 1925 it helped the State
Federation in educating a Maine
girl to become a teacher.
School Service

The Current Events Club early
in its career, 1894, appointed a com
mittee to visit the public schools
and see in what way the club could
best work for their progress.
The sanitation of the schools was
the first problem attacked,—due no
doubt to the influence of the two
medical members of the club, Dr.
Gertrude E. Heath and Dr. Huldah
N. Potter. In the fall of 1894 a pe
tition was sent to the city govern
ment embodying the ideas of the
club in regard to needed improve
ments in the school in this line. It
resulted in better toilet facilities,
general cleanliness, and improved
disposal of rubbish. In 1898 the
club presented the first picture
which was hung upon the school
walls.
In 1922, along with others, the
club petitioned the city government
for an increase in teachers’ sala
ries,—which was granted. But per
haps the greatest contribution to
the cause of education, and one
whose force is only beginning to be
felt, was in helping to organize a
Parent-Teacher Association.
Civic Interests

The club has not been a laggard
in other civic interests. In 1907 it
put on a play to raise money to aid
the Board of Trade in building an
addition to the shoe factory. In
this year, too (1907) the club peti
tioned the Legislature to form a
State Board of Charities and Cor
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rections, and in 1913 it helped en
tertain the State Conference of
Charities and Corrections, which
convened in Gardiner.
The recent officers of the Cur
rent Events Club are: President,
Mrs. G. Dexter Libby; Vice Presi
dent, Mrs. B. W. Partridge; Sec.,
Mrs. Wm. G. Manson; Treas., Mrs.
Fred N. Hamlin; Directors, Dr.
Gertrude E. Heath, Mrs. S. O. Clason, Mrs. Charles H. Gray, and
Mrs. W. R. Houdlette.

Newport Woman’s Club
The meetings of the Newport
Woman’s Club have been excep
tionally pleasant since the year’s
activities began in October. The
opening meeting was held at Tip
Top Farm with Mrs. Tinnie Little
field as hostess. A current event
paper was read by Mrs. Harriet
Brann and a report of the Federa
tion meeting was a feature of the
program.
The reception to the superintend
ent of schools and teachers was the
next club event and was held in
Masonic Hall with Maude Andrews
Lincoln as reader and entertainer.
Mrs. Velzora Nickerson, president
of the Onawa Union, entertained
the members at one of the meet
ings when the subject was Washington, our Capitol. The program
included several entertaining pa
pers on different aspects of this
beautiful city, written by Mrs. John
Dunstan, Mrs. Tinnie Littlefield,
Mrs. Mary Bradbury and Mrs. Cor
delia Wardwell.
Mrs. Edna A. Hutchins, president
of the Federation and Mrs. C. B.
Porter of Old Town, director of the
Second District, were guests at one
of the meetings, and addressed the
members. A Thanksgiving ball was
sponsored and the proceeds added
to the Public Memorial Library
fund. Former Governor Ralph O.
Brewster was the speaker at one
of the December meetings and Mrs.
Brewster was also a guest on this
occasion.
Thirty-three
children
were made happier at Christmas
time, when the club members, in
stead of exchanging gifts, contrib
uted to a common fund which was
used to purchase gifts and toys for
the little ones.
9

(Continued on page 24)
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Why Federate?
One of the questions that comes
up most often in clubs which have
not become federated is “Why Fed
erate?” Sometimes it is exceeding
ly difficult to give definite reasons,
for while we all know that it is to
the advantage of the smaller clubs
to become united with the larger
organization but few of us can give
the reasons in definite, telling
terms.
Therefore, in this issue, devoted
so largely to the activities of the
District Directors, the answer
given by Dorothy O. Kamrar of
Webster City, Iowa, last year, to
this question, is printed. It first
appeared in The Iowa Clubwoman
for May-June, 1929, as a prize win
ning two-minute speech. Can any
Maine clubwoman do better? Send
your answer to the question to the
editor of the Maine Federation
News, for the September issue.
Mrs. Kamrar’s answer follows:
“Since it has been said that ‘Ser
vice is the rent we pay for the
space we occupy’ it follows that
each one of us should want to find
the best means for rendering ef
fective service.
'
“And what better means could
one find for increasing the value of
individual service than by coordina
tion with that great group of wom
en, devoted wholly to service, the
Federation ?
“However much you and I might
accomplish working alone, we in
crease our effectiveness, in geomet
rical ratio, when we unite our
forces with others of like mind and
purpose.
“The Federation stands for a bet
ter home life, larger opportunities
for women and children, respect for
the law and cooperation with all
the agencies that seek to improve
the conditions under which people
live and work. They serve God
well who serve His creatures and
every woman would like to feel
that, since she has lived in it, the
world is a little better.
“Because no other organization
exists to-day that stands so definite
ly for individual and collective bet
terment, no progressive club, when
it realizes how greatly its power to
serve is increased by this fellow
ship, would care to exist without
being a part of this force.

“Small groups of women, work
ing as independent clubs, can ex
ert a great deal of influence for
good but their utmost achievement
is meager alongside the results ob
tained when thousands of women
are banded together with a com
mon purpose and pressing toward
a common goal.
“A club should federate that it
may function wtih greater ease and
power impelled by the spirit of the
great minds directing its work and
in order that it may have a broad
er and a better understanding of
the fine art of living and working
together.
“The power of the individual or
of the local club is increased many
fold by the consciousness of being
a part of the largest and most pow
erful organiztion or women the
world has ever known.

There’s no lone hand in the game
we play,
We must work to a bigger scheme.
The thing that counts in the world
today
Is, How do you pull with the team?

The work of life is never done
By one with a selfish dream,
The battle is lost or the battle is
won
By the spirit of the team.

Phi Beta Club of
Portland
One of the few junior clubs in the
State Federation is the Phi Beta
Club of Portland composed of
younger girls who are interested in
a definite program. It is the only
junior club in the city affiliated
with the Maine Federation of
Women’s Clubs.
This group of girls was originally
a Sunday School class at the
Williston Congregational Church,
with Mrs. J. T. Skolfield as the
teacher. Through Mrs. Skolfield’s
interest in the Maine Federation,
during her term as president, she
interested the girls in the aims and
purposes of the Federation and
they applied for membership in the
spring of 1929. The club was or
ganized by Miss Dorothy Haskell
in 1925.

Miss Dorothy Besse is the presi
dent and other officers are Miss
Madeline Symonds, vice president;
Miss Anna Hooper, secretary-treas
urer; Miss Ruth Blake, auditor and
Mrs. Betty Uhrbrook, chairman of
the program committee.
The meetings of the club are
held twice each month, on the first
and third Thursdays, one meeting
being devoted to business. The an
nual meeting with the election of
officers is in September. The pur
pose of the club is to do a certain
amount of benevolent work and to
provide Thanksgiving and Christ
mas dinners for those in need.
There are 10 active members,
and many associate members who
are now away at school.
The programs deal with a wide
variety of subjects, which for the
most part are prepared and given
by the girls themselves. Studies
have been made of English history,
the World Court, Washington, the
Capital of the Nation, Current
Events, Our Neighbors, including
Canada and Mexico, Literary Lights
of New England including Maine
authors, historical book reviews,
our National Parks and nature
studies.
Have you answered the adver
tisements, in this issue of the Fed
eration News? You will find that
answering our ads will prove bene
ficial to yourself and will be of in
estimable value in keeping our ad
vertisers satisfied.

NEWPORT WOMAN’S CLUB
(Continued from page 23)
Religion was the subject of a
January meeting and the program
of carefully written papers, was as
follows: “The Passion Play” writ
ten by Mrs. Myrtle Day and read
by Mrs. Mina Cary; “A Tour to the
Holy Lands,” Mrs. Rose Gilman;
“How the Bible Came to Us,” Mrs.
Hattie Reynolds; “Why I do go to
Church” (Edgar Guest), read by
Mrs. Mabel Cook.
And so the program has gone
throughout the year, and now at
the close the members look back to
a profitable season, working and
studying together and serving the
community in such a way that the
townspeople look with pride upon
this organization.
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(Continued from page 17)
the Waldoboro Woman’s Club in
March was an unique method of se
curing funds.
It is the ambition of the district
director to encourage the forma
tion of county unions, to stress the
need of the Scholarship Fund and
General Foundation plan and to or
ganize Junior Clubs.

Tenth
MRS. MAYBELLE BROWN

The answer to the question,
What is a Director? comes from
Mrs. Maybelle Brown of Waterville.
“A Director
Is a detector,
An infector;
Also injector.
(Sometimes an awful hector,)
But a sound protector
And projector
Of Federation policies and rights.”
The director of district Number
Ten spoke in Winslow on April 10
before three clubs and will speak
in Gardiner this month before the
South Kennebec Union. She has
written all of the clubs in her dis
trict and urged the Foundation
Plan and is working on two new
club organizations.

Eleventh
MRS. GEORGE M. CHASE
Eleven is a lucky number, ac
cording to Mrs. Chase, for the
eleven clubs that make up her dis
trict are all tingling with life and
each is so individual in its work
that things just naturally happen.
The Woman’s Literary Union
has a new club house on Main
Street in Auburn. From the spa
cious Colonial doorway to the ell
in the back, that is to be trans
formed into an auditorium, it tells
the story of the pioneers who
dreamed and built our New Eng
land. It assures the public that
dreaming and daring and building
still survive in the club women
who own it to-day. The club was
never more alive and its new dramatic department is fast growing.
The second largest club in the
district is the Bath Cosmopolitan,
which has possessed a fine club
house for years and has mothered
a new kind of Union made up of

neighboring clubs from three coun
ties. The Auburn Art club has just
had a memorable celebration of its
Golden anniversary, and is perhaps
the oldest club in the State. In
celebration of these 50 golden
years many fine gifts were pre
sented the new club house of the
W. L. U.
Four clubs, the Auburn Art Club,
Auburn Friday club, Mt. David
Shakespeare Club and Wednesday
Morning club of Lewiston, are giv
ing to the Endowment Campaign
and other clubs are considering it.
The campaign for new subscrip
tions to the Federation News is
bringing results. Eight clubs have
already voted to give to the Schol
arship Fund and all of the others
expect to give at the end of the
club year, so that we can be 100%
back of this fund.
Plans are underway for a district
meeting, May 17, in Lewiston at
the close of Literature Day when
Maine women will be guests of
Bates College. This is a great op
portunity for all club women and
especially the 658 who make up the
eleventh district.

its beautiful club house, its classes
and departments are too well
known to need description here,
while the Komango Club has done
much work for boys’ organizations.
Many clubs in the district have
to date signified their intention of
cooperating in raising the Founda
tion Fund for the General Fed
eration.
As district director of this
county, Mrs. Bachelder had the
privilege of being the first speaker
when the Federation went on the
air over station W. C. S. H. in
Portland, for a series of Thursday
afternoon broadcasts.
In every visit, she has mentioned
this paper, and several new names
have been added to the subscrip
tion list from this district. In conelusion the director feels sure that
every club with which she has had
the pleasure of meeting, is doing
its best to live up to the definition
of a federated club, according to
Mrs. Alice Ames Winters: “A
group of organized women in every
community who can be depended
upon to promote all movements
looking to the betterment of life.”

Twelfth

Thirteenth

MRS.

P.

A.

BACHELDER

Since the midwinter meeting of
the Federation in Augusta, the di
rector has had the privilege of vis
iting seven clubs and one class, of
the 26 clubs in this district.
The Delphian Society is a study
class, the programs being furnished
entirely by the members. At Free
port, the Woman’s Club have most
attractive rooms of their own, while
the club at Bridgton is cosily lo
cated in the B. and P. W. club
rooms. Both of these clubs are es
pecially active in civic lines, doing
much for their respective towns.
The Gorham Woman’s Club and
the Woman’s Club in Westbrook
are trying out a new plan this year,
that of meeting in a hall, instead
of the homes, and in both cases, it
is apparently quite successful. The
Westbrook Woman’s Club does
much charitable work during the
year, and is furnishing milk to all
under-privileged children in the
public schools, while the Gorham
club has been active in both civic
and charitable work.
The activities of the Woman’s
Literary Union of Portland, with

MRS. ANNIE B. COLE
York County clubs are “carryingon” with the prospect of a most
successful year. Many children are
being helped. The Research club
of Limerick is giving financial sup
port to the schools in serving hot
soup to children obliged to take
cold lunches.
The Searchlight club of Sanford,
through its acting chairman of Civ
ics and Social Service committee,.
Mrs. Helen Prince, has started a
fund to provide milk every day for
the needy children. Contributions,
have been made from nearly all the
organizations, so that the fund hasgrown to over $400. One hundred
children have been furnished with
milk each day, through the school
year, and the children have shown,
an actual increase in weight. Ray
mond E. Rendell of Alfred, man
ager of the Bates forest, was the
speaker at an instructive, conserva
tion program held recently.
The Springvale Woman’s club is
raising its General Federation Fund
quota by selling metal sponges.
The Educational and Industrial
(Continued on page 26)
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Union of Saco is raising its quota
in various ways. Their annual
bazaar was a great success, as was
the Mother and Daughter banquet
given for the Girl Scouts, who are
given the use of the club rooms
once each week. Mrs. John T.
Skolfield, past president of the Fed
eration, spoke to this club on
Federation activities this season.
The Thursday Club of Biddeford
had the honor of a visit from the
State president, Mrs. Edna Hutch
ins of Corinna, at the annual ban
quet. President K. C. M. Sills of
Bowdoin College gave a talk on In
ternational Relations at an after
noon program.
The General Federation quota
has been over subscribed this year
and another year’s quota is well
on the way.

PLANS FOR OXFORD
COUNTY LITERARY U.
Plans for the spring annual meeting
of the Oxford County Literary Un
ion have been made by Mrs. Celia
H. Sturtevant, its founder and pres
ident. She has obtained as a speak
er Miss Elva Dorr of Dorhaven,
Norway, whom many heard and lik
ed at the last October session of
the Union at Andover. The date is
fixed for Monday, May 19, at Bethel
Inn, as usual.
Miss Dorr has seen 20 years in
California, last year attended the
Indian conference at Lake Mohonk
and was in conference with govern
mental heads on problems relating
to the Indians. Her personality is
attractive as she is educated and
refined.
The Union, which began 10 years
ago with six clubs, now includes 18
clubs, seven of which Mrs. Sturte
vant organized herself. There also
is an individual membership of
about 20 women not club members.
The privileges of the meeting at
Bethel will be extended to anyone
interested at nominal fee, as the
motto of the club is “Inclusive not
exclusive.”
Programs will be sent to clubs
later. Plans now call for Miss Dorr’s
lecture in the forenoon. After lunch
eon at the Inn, the time will be giv
en to club work, talent from the
various clubs furnishing entertain
ment.

Tel. Preble 2248

Tel. Forest 6229-W

Minnie L. Robinson,
|
Inc.

i

Mlle. Azilda
Giguere

The Up-town Dress Shop
Portland, Maine
9

641 Congress St.,

Opp. Lafayette Hotel
Assisted by Mrs. Tash and
661 Congress St.,

Mrs. Maude Soule, Fitter

Portland

|

GIFTS THAT REFLECT
THOUGHT
Pottery, unusual in design and coloring, blossoming plants and cut flowers in lovely array offer gift sej lections that will be sure toplease wherever sent.
Mention Federation News When Ordering
s

Geo. M. Roak Co.. Florist
Auburn Theatre Bldg.,

Tel. 980

Auburn, Maine

A

The
Falmouth
Catering Particularly !
To Club Parties
and Banquets
Portland,
Maine

Fessenden’s |
Established 1849

I

Stationery and Greeting
Cards
497 Congress St.,

Portland |

Portland, Maine

Mrs. Alice Johnson
amar
L
Radio Publicist
Contact Director

5

Portland,

Maine i

TeL F. 2908

Oren Hooper
Sons
General House

Furnishers, Radios

PORTLAND,

ME.

/
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Compliments of

Cooperation

Portland
Rubber
Company
259 Middle St
Me.

Portland,

Scientific Treatment
of the Feet
Arches Made to Order

9 a Forest Ave. Portland, Me.
(Room 5 and 6)
Portland, Maine

i

F. L. Purinton
Chiropodist

i

i

i

Pediatrist

Tel. Forest 5734
❖

SHOE COMFORT
DOESN’T JUST
HAPPEN
The special Arch Rest con
struction supports the arch
and relieves
all muscle
strain, in Drew Arch Rest
Shoes.
Exclusive Agent

PURINTON’S
15 Forest Ave.,
Portland Me.

EARN YOUR QUOTA
FOR THE FOUNDA
TION FUND

i

PURE OLIVE OIL SOAP
Make an excellent profit on
our quality product. Used for
40 years. Lovely gift pack
ages for bridge prizes, baby
boxes and gifts in general.
Good Summer Business.
Sell the regulation cake to all
your friends.
Send for samples and
information.

A mountain rears its head above the clouds
So high, perpetual snow its summit shrouds.
It stands, a thing alone, apart,
Yet living, throbbing pulses stir its heart.
Its top so high no human foot has trod,
Its base is nestled warm in Nature’s sod,
And halfway up the slope with merry sound
A bubbling spring has forced from under ground
Its way. Its heart is light to feel the sun.
It babbles on, its lifework just begun.
And as it flows adown its mountain bed,
By sunlight warmed, by gentle showers oft fed,
It seems that life no better good can hold
Than trees so green and sunlight’s sparkling gold.
And yet within its breast it feels a throb
That ripples o’er its calm, and tends to rob
It of its peace. It struggles on its way,
It seems that ’tis not all of life to play.
A motive true it has, an end to gain,
It seeks its level on the distant plain.
This gained, it flows along thro’ field and wood,
Yet feels its lonely life does little good.
E’en as it holds this melancholy thought
A change is quickly o’er its future wrought
For yon across the plain it sees a stream,
Placid serene which holds the sunlight’s beam.
A longing pure and simple fills its breast
A longing half defined and half confessed,
To change its course and join the other stream
It hurries on to catch the other gleam.
The space is passed, at last the two streams meet.
And on they flow, their life-work to complete.
And ere they reach the plain extending wide
Full many a spring has joined to swell the tide,
Which onward flows in strong and steady course.
United thus it shows its strength and force
To turn the mighty wheel that gives us light,
To make as lightest day the darkest night.
United they can mountains move today.
Alone each would pursue its feeble way.
Our clubs are like unto this mighty force.
If each pursues alone its single course,
It fails. United we must work with heart and hand
To keep on high the Standard of Our Native Land.
Kate B. Ellis,
Chairman Rural Co-operation.

FOOT-FRIEND SHOES

Compliments

of

MRS. A. K. HARLOW,
Agent

Bangor House

The Warren Soap Mfg. Co.,
Inc.
77 Summer Street,
Boston,
Mass.

Bangor, Me

j

Sizes 1 to 10 Widths AAAA
to EE

WHITMORE’S
SHOE SHOP
3rd Floor—Baxter Block
562 Congress St.

Portland, Maine
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THE LEADING FURNITURE STORE IN LEWISTON-AUBURN, PORTLAND
and WATERVILLE, MAINE
HAVERHILL, BROCKTON and ATTLEBORO, MASSACHUSETTS

Home
ATHERTON’S
Corner Free and Center Sts., Portland

Corner Lisbon and Pine Sts., Lewiston

______________________________________________________

Woman’s Sphere

Hudson River Bracketed

Thank God for Work

They talk about a woman’s sphere
As though it had a limit;
There’s not a place on earth or
heaven,
There’s not a task to mankind
given,
There’s not a blessing or a woe,
There’s not a whispered yes or no,
There’s not a life, or death, or
birth,
That has a feather’s weight of
worth,
Without a woman in it.
—C. E. Bowman,
Maryland Club Woman.

Whenever a new book by Edith
Wharton is announced the public
is assured of finished literary style
and new acquaintances in the
characters who will be as alive to
us as people we have known in ac
tual life. “Hudson River Bracketed”
meets expectations in that the
scenic background is described
with photographic accuracy and
clearness and with artistic choice
of detail and the characters live
and develop. Vance Weston, the
young man from the Middle West
who comes to New York in search
of a literary career, enlists our pity
and arouses our sympathy and we
understand why frail Laura Lou
prefers life with him in poverty to
prosperity with Bunty Hayes. The
title refers to the style of archi
tecture of an old house on the Hud
son, a house built in the early nine
teenth century decorated with or
namental brackets and balconies.
This house, so different from the
new cottage homes of the section
of the country in which his boy
hood had been spent, cast a spell
over Vance Weston and inspired
him to write a novel about the peo
ple who had once lived there..“Hud
son River Bracketed” is the story
of his struggle for success in liter
ature, handicapped by domestic
and personal troubles and by a
temperamental lack of decision.

Thank God every morning when
you get up that you have something
to do which must be done, whether
you like it or not. Being forced to
work, and forced to do your best,
will breed in you temperance, self
control, diligence, strength of will,
content, and a hundred other vir
tues which the idle never know.
—Charles Kingsley.

NOTICE
Club data should be sent to the
director of your district as soon as
the annual meeting of your club
has been held.

Four Out of Five Have It
When you’re tired without reason,
When you’re blue without excuse,
When you’re sick and nothin’ hurts
you,
When you feel life ain’t no use:—
When the days are long and sunny,
And you’re sleepy all the time—
You’ve just got the old spring
fever—
And you ain’t worth a darn!
—C. B. H.

The Northeast Harbor Woman’s
Club has an active membership of
twenty-five. The President, the
youngest member, is thirty and the
oldest member is nearly ninetythree. She was born in 1837, the
year that the bridge was built between Mount Desert Island and the
mainland. Can any Club in the
State report an older active mem
ber? Her name is Mrs. Adelma F.
Joy.
t

Club Secretaries

Please forward to the State Nec
rologist,. Mrs. Anne S. Mills, Milo,
Maine, by September 1, 1930, the
names of your deceased members
for this year in order that a com-,
plete list may be had for the Memo
rial Service at our Fall Meeting.
Your attention to this request will
be greatly appreciated.

i
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The Hat and Frock

FOR YOUR

♦

Plumbing
or

Heating
CARL SIEMON
Auburn Maine
Tel. 4170-R

24 Miller St.,

Ladies’ and Misses’ Choice Hats and
Frocks and Smart Girls’ Clothes
from 2 to 14 years

Exclusive Styles Always Moderately
Priced with Personal Service
“The Little Shop with the
Green Door”
139 Main St.

Lewiston, Maine
Tel. 1733

Opposite the Empire Theatre

Compliments of
A Hotel that is a Home

Every Guest a Friend

Casco
Printing Co
Portland, Maine
Printers of the official personal
stationery

for the

Maine Federation of
Women’s Club

W. E. Lawless Prop.
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All interior and exterior painting and de
corating for the new W. L. U. Club House

MASONRY
WORK

Done by

RAYMOND L
CLIFFORD

on the

24 Hillside Ave.,

New W. L. U. Club

AUBURN, MAINE

House

Skilled Workmanship
in
House Painting and Interior
Decorating

Main Street, Auburn

Latest and Best in Wallpaper

TEMPLE BROS

Tel. 4062-R

General Contractors and Builders
733 Sabattus Street
LEWISTON,
MAINE
Tel. 2897-M—2897-W

DONE BY

All outside painting done with pure white

lead and linseed oil unless otherwise
specified

CARPENTER

WORK
on the

j

Women's Literary Union
Club House
*

Main Street,

Auburn, Me.

Combined with this is a Type EABC Oil Burner. The installation
was made by the

DONE BY

S. H. VERRILL
CARPENTER and BUILDER

21 Josslyn St.,
Auburn, Maine
Tel. 1930

THE Club House, recently acquired and
furnished by the Women's
Literary Union, is heated
by a one pipe vacuum sys
tem, using the American
Radiator Company's Boiler & Radiation.

|

J, H. Chase Company
191 Lisbon Street

Lewiston,

Maine
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IF YOU ARE
PARTICULAR
You will insist
on

THE
Place to get Labor Saving Electrical
Appliances.
Electrical Fixtures,
and Accessories

Lamps, Radio

Service on all makes of Auto Electric
al Equipment, Batteries, Speedo
meters and Auto Radiators, in fact
Everything- Electrical.

L. W. Cleveland
Co*
441 Congress St.,

“The Cream of
Creams"

Portland, Me.

Auto Service Station
33-35 Union St.

P. 2720—All Departments

A Little Different
A Little Better

The Marshview

HOUGHTON’S
Apparel Shop

Shore
Chicken
Steak

112 Lisbon St.,

(Just up-stairs)

LEWISTON, MAINE

At our Shop

DINNERS

the prices are never ex
cessive, and you will al
ways find the newest in
Style and Quality.

Phone Scarboro 144
Dunston Corner, Maine
Electric Cars to Saco or Old Orchard
Pass the Door

Frocks Coats

Allen A

Hosiery
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The Fidelity Trust Company is proud to number
among its depositors many of the women who are
affiliated with the Maine Federation of Women’s
Clubs.
It is a pleasure to serve them because they also
serve. These women, the Fidelity believes, are
playing an important part in the business and social
life of Maine.
The Fidelity is glad to cooperate with the Maine
Federation of Women’s Clubs and extends a cordial
invitation to each individual member to become a
depositor at Maine’s largest banking institution.

FIDELITY TRUST CO.
PORTLAND—MAIN OFFICE, MONUMENT SQUARE

OFFICES:

87 Exchange St., Portland—South Portland—Westbrook
Fryeburg—Harrison—South Windham—Yarmouth
—Cumberland Mills

Rangeley

17, 18, 19

SEPTEMBER 1930

